We study the problem of scheduling resource(s) for jobs in an adjacent manner (ARS). The problem relates to fixed interval scheduling on the one hand, and to the problem of two-dimensional strip packing on the other hand. Further, there is a close relation with multiprocessor scheduling. A distinguishing characteristic is the constraint of resource-adjacency.
In section 3 we first show that ARS-R remains NP-complete. Next, we show that ARS-R is strongly NP-complete. Further, we treat the complexity of special cases of ARS-R and ARS-V, e.g., if ARS-V involves only two time periods, then it remains strongly NP-complete.
The problem as a scheduling problem
Before defining problem ARS mathematically, we describe some motivating applications.
Most commercial airports let passengers check-in for their flight by joining queues before one or more desks; at this desk luggage is labeled and boarding passes are provided. To direct the passengers smoothly through these operations, the airport and airline companies wish to maintain a clear order in the waiting lines. Therefore adjacent desks are temporarily labeled as to devote their time during certain time-slots exclusively to certain flights. Given the departure time, the expected number of passengers and the nature of each flight, a desired number of desks is known at forehand:
for each flight, for every period in the time slot of checking-in for that flight, a given number of counters must be available in adjacent manner. Within this very restrictive context, assuming time-as well as desk-adjacency, a still interesting scheduling problem remains to be solved: what is the minimal number of desks required in a feasible schedule?
Warehouse Management is another field of application. Often clients need temporary storage renting a number of positions within the warehouse. For reasons of convenience and cost-efficiency the commodities of each client are to be put in adjacent positions. Note that the storage-capacity as rented by a client can vary over time due to seasonal influences.
A large-scale application, known as the berthing problem, is the assignment of quay space when ships of different length moor during specified time periods. An application on micro-scale would be the assignment of mainframe computer memory or hard disk memory, that is, if a contiguous allocation of such memory over the different jobs were required. With a requirement of adjacency that is less strict, the reservation of hotel rooms can be seen an application of ARS: when guests within different groups (jobs) desire adjacent rooms.
Problem variants
Adding mathematical notation and using more general terms, with jobs instead of flights and resource units instead of desks, we can state the central problem as follows: The mentioned applications may require a more flexible model. In ARS-R one rigidly assigns, during time interval I(j), job j to a constant number n(j) of resource-units. This may not adequately model the situation where a lower service is adequate during, e.g., early and/or final periods of I(j).
The generalization ARS-V of the problem takes care of this.
ARS-V Resource needs vary:
Job j is to be assigned in period t ∈ I(j) a resource-interval of n(j,t) (>0) units in [1,R] such that time-adjacent resource-intervals overlap maximally.
The constraint of maximum overlap, as imposed in ARS-V, stipulates that jobs must re-utilize a number of min{n (j,t) , n(j,t-1)} units in any (next) period t ∈ (a(j),b(j)]. Applications typically desire this constraint to minimize the costs associated with change. E.g., in the practice of flights and desks the constraint minimizes for the data n(j,t) the number of times that a desk is either opened of closed. An example of ARS-V is given in Figure 2a ; a feasible (and optimal) solution is presented in Figure 2b . Figure 2c presents an infeasible solution: job 1 has not a maximal overlap at time t=2 and job 3 does not satisfy the desk-adjacency condition at time t=3.
We introduced ARS-R and ARS-V as feasibility problems. In the optimization version of these problems one seeks an optimal schedule, feasible for a minimal R=R * . For any period t, let the set A(t)={j| t ∈ I(j)} comprise the jobs active in period t. Clearly a lower bound for R * is the highest sum of simultaneous demands: Rlow = max t ∑ j∈A(t) n(j, t). In Figure 1 and 2 we have R * = Rlow.
An instance of ARS-V can contain up to four different types of jobs according to the changes of n(j,t) in relation to n(j,t-1) for periods t, t-1 ∈ I(j). All four types are present in the example of Figure   2 . We have one constant, rectangular job (j=5); two 'decreasing' jobs (j=1,3) with n(j,t) ≤ n(j,t-1) for t ∈ (a(j),b(j)]; one increasing job (j=4) and one general job (j=2). Problem ARS-R is the special case of ARS-V where all jobs are constant. By definition a constant job is increasing as well as decreasing.
Complexity aspects of ARS-R may be different than of ARS-V. Likewise one may consider, as an in-between problem, ARSmono: the special case of ARS-V with in its instances either only decreasing jobs or only increasing jobs (by an argument of mirroring, an instance with decreasing jobs only, is equivalent to an instance with only increasing jobs). Easier problem variants may also arise, when restricting the problem parameters T or Rlow to some constant.
Related problems
We discuss here relations that problem ARS has with problems known from literature, for a more detailed description of the scheduling problems that we will refer to, see Blazewicz et al. (2001) .
Without the restriction of resource-adjacency ARS-R can be reduced to the reservation problem, see section 2.4. In this problem, also called fixed-interval scheduling, one minimizes the number of parallel machines to complete n jobs in given time intervals, see Pinedo and Chao (1999) .
When picturing solutions of ARS-R, there is a conspicuous resemblance with two-dimensional strip-packing problem (2SP), from the field of two-dimensional packing, see Lodi et al. (2002) .
2SP
Within a strip of fixed width W, position n rectangles of size w i × h i (i=1,2, ..., n) without overlap and rotation (w i parallel to W), such that the strip's height H is minimal.
The difference is that ARS-R is more restrictive. ARS-R would arise if one specifies in 2SP for each item a compulsory horizontal position, such that rectangles j may only shift vertically, between the given width-lines w=a(j) and w=b(j).
As a scheduling problem ARS-R bears also similarity to the resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RPSP). In this problem non-preemptive jobs j=1, 2, …, n have processing times p(j) during which they demand r(j) units of a resource. One seeks a job schedule, meeting a given due-date, while using at any time at most R resource units simultaneously. The resemblance is less striking than at first glance. In RPSP there are precedence relations between jobs and one is allowed to shift the jobs within the interval of earliest starting-and latest finishing time, while ARS-R is frozen in time. More importantly, resource units are interchangeable in RPSP. If ARS-R would similarly allow the assignment of non-adjacent resource-units to jobs, then the schedule of Figure 1 (left) would be feasible with job 6 on resource rows 3, 4 and 9.
Suppose now that we swap the dimensions t and r. Then adjacent resource-units become (natural) adjacent time units and, somewhat unnaturally, jobs j are to be executed on 'machines' a(j), a(j) +1, ..., b(j) , during n(j) time periods. Furthermore, these machines must operate simultaneously.
Simultaneous operations are a main characteristic of multiprocessor scheduling, a research field with applications in parallel systems of manufacturing and computing. We describe two basic problems where one minimizes the makespan of n tasks (of which no two may occupy the same processor at any time). The first, named P | size j | C max , considers m identical processors and tasks j=1, ..., n that require a number of m j ( ≤ m) processors during their processing time p j . Thus in P | size j | C max the assignment of jobs to processors is part of the problem and this is also the case in the 'parallel task system', a generalization studied in Du and Leung (1989 After swapping time and place, ARS-R (but not so ARS-V) arises as special case of P | fix j | C max in this way:
let each set µ j consist of 'an interval' of consecutively numbered processors.
This has a rather nice consequence for ARS-R. Amoura et al. (1997) show that On the other hand as ARS-R is a rather special case of P | fix j | C max it could very well be easier than P | fix j | C max . In section 3.4, we prove that ARS-R remains strongly NP-complete. However, some specializations of P | fix j | C max , as known from literature, are more difficult than the corresponding version of ARS-R.
For example consider within P | fix j | C max the problem P | fix j , p j =1, |µ j |=2, load=3 | C max =3. Here, there are only tasks of unit processing time on two dedicated processors such that each processor has a load of three tasks; one asks whether the makespan is 3. Following Kubale (1987) we can easily see that this very special problem case is already strongly NP-complete. The edge-coloring problem in a three-regular graph is (strongly) NP-complete, see Hoyler (1981) . It transforms in pseudo-polynomial time to P | fix j , p j =1, |µ j |=2, load=3 | C max =3 by defining for each vertex a unique processor and for each edge a unique job, to be processed in unit-time on the two incident 'processors'.
Below we list cases of ARS-R (to be inspected later) that are solvable in polynomial time, whereas the corresponding multiprocessor problem is not.
• P | fix j , p j =1 | C max , with all processing times 1, is strongly NP-complete. ARS-R with all resource needs n(j) equal to 1, solves in polynomial time (section 2.4).
• P | fix j , |µ j |=2 | C max , with jobs on two dedicated processors, is strongly NP-complete.
ARS-R solves in polynomial time, if all jobs require at most two periods (section 3.5)
• P | fix j | C max =3, the question whether a schedule of makespan 3 exists, is strongly NPcomplete; see also Hoogeveen et al. (1994) . A corresponding case of ARS-R, with R fixed to some constant number N, is solvable in polynomial time (section 3.5).
• P3 | fix j | C max is strongly NP-hard, see Blazewicz et al. (1992) . ARS-R with T=3 is solvable in linear time using so-called normal schedules (section 2.4).
A generalization of problem P | fix j | C max , named general multiprocessor scheduling is more flexible in the sense that jobs j can be run on a family F j ={µ ji | i=1,2, ..., |F j |} of alternative sets of processors. Chen and Miranda (2001) have extended the PTAS of Pm | fix j | C max to the fixed version of this problem, named Pm | set | C max . Again, the generalization ARS-V of ARS-R does not fit into these models.
An ILP formulation
The likeness of RPSP and ARS-V makes it possible to adapt a well-known integer linear program of RPSP; see, e.g., Pinedo and Chao (1999 
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Divide and conquer
This section uncovers some properties of problems ARS-R and ARS-V. We prefer to formulate them only for version ARS-R; the stated properties extend in an obvious manner to ARS-V.
The constraint of resource-adjacency is a defining characteristic of problem ARS-R. When it is relaxed such that one may use non-adjacent resource-rows, then the problem can be related to the reservation problem as follows. Split each job into n(j) sub jobs of resource need 1, and schedule these as 'reservations' with R * = Rlow using a linear time first-fit reservation algorithm. The resulting complexity, O( ∑ j n(j))=O(JR) time, is pseudo-polynomial in the input length O(J logT + J logR) of ARS-R. Using the right data structures, it is possible to derive a (strongly) polynomial time algorithm for problem ARS-R without adjacency: by sorting the jobs according to their demand n(j) and splitting them up parsimoniously, only where and when necessary for placement at the first available location. Even so, for applications like the check-in process J times R is a relatively small number.
Furthermore, the subtlety disappears in the corollary of proposition 1.
Proposition 1 ARS-R without the restriction of resource-adjacency, solves in polynomial time with R * = Rlow.
Corollary 2
The subproblem of ARS-R with all jobs having unary demand, i.e., n(j) = 1 for all j, is solvable in linear time.
An opposite extreme case, where each job has a time slot of just one period, is again solvable in linear time. This property also follows from a repeated application of the following observation. 
Problem complexities
With a program like ILP of section 2.3 many instances of ARS-R were solved, each time with R * equal to Rlow. Larger problems did not finish within a time limit and for some time we wondered: Do all instances of ARS-R solve with R * = Rlow? To answer this question, we design a special instance.
The instance ARS-R9(G)
This instance, given below as ARS-R9(G), consists of 9 jobs. As we will show ARS-R9(G)
essentially has a unique solution with R * = Rlow, such that there are two holes of size G in the same column. The number G is an arbitrarily chosen integer ≥ 2. For all periods, except for period 3, the total resource demand is 2G+3 = Rlow. Job 7 assigned to row 1: the first row available for job 1 is row 2; the first row for job 2 is row G+3. Now, other jobs that can be assigned to row 1 are jobs 5 and 6, i.e. jobs with demand only in period 4 and 5 respectively. So, both these jobs need to start at row 1.
Consequently, the next assignments are job 9 to 2G+3 and job 8 to 2G+2. At this point (see Figure 4b ), assigning the two remaining jobs 3 and 4 in period 2 will lead to a solution that requires more than Rlow resource rows, because G ≥ 2. Due to symmetry, an assignment of job 7 to row 2G+3 will lead to the same conclusion.
Job 7 assigned to row G+2: job 1 has to be assigned to rows [1, G+1] and job 2 to rows [G+3, 2G+3]. Now, for job 4 we choose the bottom half of the schedule, rows [G+3, 2G+3].
At this point, there are two possible ways to assign job 3 and 8 in period 2: job 8 is assigned either to row 1 or to row G+1. Considering job 8 and 5 in combination, job 8 can only be assigned to row 1 or 2. So, row 1 is the only option for job 8 and job 3 will use rows [2, G+1].
This leaves one remaining period without a job assigned to it for row 1. So, the next assignments will be: job 6 to [1, 2G+2], job 9 to 2G+3 and job 5 to rows [2, 2G+2] . The resulting schedule is depicted in Figure 4b . Note that an assignment of job 4 to the upper part leads to an analogous solution.
So in all solutions with R * = Rlow = 2G+3, job 7 is in the middle and the other jobs are placed such that column 3 leaves open two separate gaps of G adjacent resource units.
Corollary 6
The optimization version of ARS-R has instances with R * > Rlow.
Proof Extend instance ARS-R9(G) by adding two jobs of one period in period 3, one with demand
G-1 and the other with demand G+1. This gives an instance with R * > Rlow.
NP-completeness
With proposition 5 on ARS-R9(G), we are ready to prove that the decision version of problem ARS-R is NP-complete. First, it is clear that decision problem ARS-R lies in class NP. Second, using ARS-R9(G) we will show that the NP-complete problem PARTITION can be transformed to ARS-R.
PARTITION Given an indexed set of n natural numbers: {g i | i=1,2, …, n}, one must decide whether there exists a selection I ⊂ {1,2, …, n} such that
Given an instance of partition, define we may assume that G is integer. We will produce an equivalent instance of ARS by extending ARS-R9(G). For i=1,2, …, n add jobs j=i+9 As it contains ARS-R as a special case, problem ARS-V is NP-complete as well.
Strongly NP-completeness of ARS-V
Problem ARS belongs to the class of strongly NP-complete problems, hence if it is highly unlikely that an algorithm exists with running time polynomial in the numbers J, R, and/or T (more precisely, the existence of such an algorithm would be equivalent to P ). One can prove Proof Consider an instance of 3-PARTITION. We transform this instance in polynomial time to an ARS-V instance. With n copies of an ARS-V instance with three jobs, such as pictured in Figure 5a ; we first generate an instance named ARS-V3n(G). Introducing in it the 3-partitioning instance, we add 3n jobs to ARS-V3n(G) in column t=2, that is jobs j=3n+1, 3n+2, ..., 3n+3n with n(j) = g j-3n and a(j)=b(j)=2. We claim that the 3-PARTITION instance is a yes-instance if and only if R * = Rlow. It suffices to show that ARS-V3n(G) has a unique solution with R * = Rlow (= (G+4)n) by stacking n basic-blocks, see Figure 5b , such that there are n holes of size G in t=2.
The argument is as follows. To obtain R * = Rlow, all cells of column t=1 are to be covered, in other words: there cannot be a row with jobs in only period 2. Therefore, the additional demand for type-2 jobs in period 2 should take resource units previously assigned to type-1 jobs. This can only be accomplished by placing two type-2 jobs on both sides of each type-1 job, resulting in a solution as given in Figure 5b . So, the solution that stacks n of these components is the unique solution of ARS-V3n(G) with R * = Rlow. Finally this solution has n holes of size G in column t=2.
In the above proof the instance of ARS-V that results from an instance of 3-PARTITION belongs to ARSmono; this shows that ARSmono with T ≤ 2 is strongly NP-complete as well.
Strongly NP-completeness of ARS-R
We here return to the question whether ARS-R is strongly NP-complete or solvable in pseudopolynomial time. As mentioned in the previous section, an instance with n copies of ARS-R9(G)
does not have a unique solution with 2n holes of size G. Therefore, we exploit the structure of ARS-R9(G) in a different way. The proof that the solution of ARS-R9(G) is unique remains valid if the horizontal jobs 7,8,9 lengthen their size to bridge a hole-width H' larger than H=1. An instance ARS-R9(G',H') with G'=2G+3 and H'=H+4 will have in its optimal solution holes, just large enough, to contain two copies of ARS-R9(G,); see Figure 6 . Figure 6 Schematic construction of MOTHER (3,G,H) More generally, we define this way, the instance MOTHER(k,G,H) in which ARS-R9 repeats itself in k different sizes (like a Russian Matrioshka Doll): H+4) , and so on, up to the single instance of ARS-R9(G',H') with
, whereby sub-instances of level k have two holes starting at column t=2k+1.
Proposition 9 An optimal solution of MOTHER(k,G,H) with G ≥ 2 and H ≥ 1, has a series of 2 k holes of size G × H in an interval of H columns starting at t=2k+1.
Proof Giving a proof by induction, we first observe that the statement is true for k = 1. Assume that it is true for some k ≥ 1 in combination with any G ≥ 2 and any H ≥ 1. Now, consider an instance MOTHER(k+1,G,H) and some G, H. The job set in MOTHER(k+1,G,H) consists of the job set of MOTHER(k,2G+3,H+4) plus 2 k copies of the job set ARS-R9(G,H) (where this latter job set is shifted 2k periods to the right). Applying the induction hypothesis to the jobs of MOTHER(k,2G+3,H+4) we know already that the optimal solution for this instance leaves n=2 k holes of size (2G+3) × (H+4) starting at t=2k+1. In the first of these columns we are to place 2n vertical jobs with demand G+1 (the jobs labeled as 1 and 2 in Figure 4 ). Each hole must receive precisely two of such jobs: in a hole of 2G+3 rows more than two pieces with G+1 rows is impossible; if some hole takes zero or one of these pieces than some other of the n holes would have to take more than two.
With two jobs of type 1 or 2 in each hole, there must be precisely one job of type 7 (Figure 4) in each hole to fill up column t=2k+1 completely. Similarly one can argue that each of the n holes also receives just one job of the other types (3,4,5,6,8 and 9 in Figure 4 ). With these 9
jobs in each hole of size (2G+3) × (H+4), proposition 5 implies that the optimal solution has a series of 2 k+1 holes of size G × H starting at t=2k+1+2 = 2(k+1)+1, which completes the proof.
We now complete the proof of strongly NP-completeness of ARS-R. Assume that there is given an instance Q of 3-partition with 3n numbers g i and total sum Σi=1,..,3n g i =nG. 
Other special cases
The transformation from PARTITION to ARS-R of section 3.2 maps to instances of ARS-R with exactly T=5 periods, whereas proposition 4 tells us that ARS-R[T 0 ] is solvable in linear time for 3: Assign the 1-period jobs to the vacant rows in between the two period jobs
We have seen that ARS-R is NP-complete for instances with T fixed at a value ≥ 4. On the other hand, as we will point out below, a polynomial case arises when R is fixed. Consider a link (S1, S2), where S1 is a ordering of the jobs active in period t 1 and S2 a compatible ordering of the jobs active at t 2 . The cost of the link is the minimum number of additionally required resource units, if any, to realize the state-transition to the ordering S2 in time t 2 (if jobs of S1 that are finished at period t 2 , this cost can be zero). With t 1 and t 2 as successive relevant periods, no other jobs j (not present in S1 or S2) start in the interval (t 1 ,t 2 ); Finally, we return to the problem P | fix j , p j =1, |µ j |=2, load=3 | C max =3, the (strongly) NPcomplete multiprocessing problem of section 2.2; let us label this problem for short as Q. After swapping the dimension of t and r, the instances of optimization problem ARS-R N would lie in problem P | fix j , load ≤ N | C max , where N is some fixed number. In other words proposition 10 says that a relaxation of the additional restrictions in Q (additional as compared to P | fix j , load ≤ N | C max ), leads to a problem solvable in polynomial time, provided that one adds this restriction: each dedicated set µ j is an 'interval' of consecutively numbered processors.
Conclusion
We briefly described some applications of adjacent resource scheduling (ARS). We explored the nature of problem ARS, uncovering similarities and differences with known problems of multiprocessor scheduling and two-dimensional placement. The basic problem ARS-R, with jobs as rectangles, is a special case of the P | fix | C max a multiprocessor problem. Consequently the finite version of the problem, ARS-R[T 0 ], inherits a PTAS. The requirement of adjacency in the input data of P | fix j | C max seems somewhat unnatural in the context of computing applications, but it opens new applications of a different flavor. This may be the reason that ARS-R has not been studied so far as an individual scheduling problem.
With a linear programming model we observed for ARS-R that the minimum number of resource units R * is very often equal to the lower bound Rlow. However, an associated schedule may be hard to find and we showed that R * = Rlow is not necessarily the case. ARS-R[T 0 ], with time horizon T 0 ≤ 3, is solvable with R * = Rlow by a normal schedule. The set of normal schedules need not contain an optimal schedule for T ≥ 4. The decision version of ARS-R is strongly NP-complete.
A second problem, ARS-V, is more general as it lets the resource demand of jobs vary in time, and resources must be assigned without unnecessary changes. In practice the latter constraint minimizes the nervousness of a system, that is, the overall change in resource occupation over time.
Problem ARS-V is not a special case of multiprocessing scheduling; this problem is already strongly NP-complete for T = 2.
Both ARS-V and ARS-R are polynomially solvable by dynamic programming when in each period the number of active jobs is below a fixed number N.
A subject of future research can be the existence of a PTAS for ARS-V. Further, we wonder if the problem ARS-R[T 0 ], with bounded time horizon T = T 0 , allows a pseudo-polynomial algorithm.
